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Jewish women' s history month

Since 1980, women's history has been held nationwide in March. Women's History Month was developed to challenge prejudices about women's roles in history and as an innovative way to create equality in the classroom. The stories of ordinary and extraordinary women have been brought into
thousands of schools and communities and provide resources and inspiration to learn about women's history throughout the year. Historically, Jewish organizations have taken this appointment time to reflect on women's issues. Below are institutions that advocate and educate on behalf of women on a
daily date. Jewish Women Archive The mission of the Jewish Women Archive (JWA) is to explore, chronicle and convey to the public the rich history of American Jewish women. Orthodox Jewish Feminist AllianceJ OFA works to expand morale, rituals, wisdom, and political opportunities for women within
the framework of halakhah. The National Jewish Women's Council is a volunteer organization that has been at the fore for more than a century - advocating for the needs of women, children and families - while bravely taking a progressive take on issues such as child welfare, women's rights and birth
freedom. The Women's League for Conservative Jewish Women's League for Conservative Jews is the largest jewish-based women's organization in the world. As an active arm of the Conservative/Masorti Movement, they provide services to 600 groups of associate women in mosques throughout North
America.Hadassah, The American Jewish Rehabilitation Organization Hadassah, the American Organization of Jewish Rehabilitation Women, is a women's volunteer organization, which has motivated and inspiring members to strengthen their partnership with Israel, ensure Jewish continuity and
recognize their potential as a dynamic force in American society. Women reforming JewishIsm Women reforming The Jews is the women's branch of the Jewish Reform Coalition, the central body of The ReformEd Way of Religion in North America. Founded in 1913, WRJ now represents more than
65,000 women in more than 500 women's groups in North America and worldwide. Bais Chana Women International Offers Jewish Education Programs for Women Eyaht A full-time college in Jerusalem for advanced Jewish learning designed to inspire Jewish women to maximize their potential Their
FeatureJewish Women's Health Guide Hilchot Niddah for International Women's Health ProfessionalsJewish dedicated to ending violence against WomenKolech An apolitical, Organizations nationwide dedicated to the advancement of women within the framework of Jewish lawKolot Bring insight and
practicality from the study of gender and Christianity to the Jewish communityModern Jewish mother Help Jewish mothers make Jewish houseNishmat A Jerusalem-based learning community for womenRosh Hodesh It's a Girl Thing! A value-based Jewish program, and transnationally to strengthen and
the Jewish identity of adolescent girls in grades 6-12 Empowering your Jewish exploration, Daily The New York Times describes Martha Nussbaum as the most prominent female philosopher in America. She has written more than 25 books and edited 21 more, but her path to success is not an easy one.
Nussbaum has worked hard to make a name for himself, dealing with sex discrimination and harassment along the way. Despite these difficulties, Nussbaum remained determined to make philosophy relevant to the 21st century and crossed the traditional boundaries of the field to explore race, gender,



and sexuality. Today, at the age of 72, Nussbaum runs daily, covering 12 miles per Sunday, and regularly lifts weights, all while working to ensure useful philosophy - not esomic. Roberta Kaplan is not affected by the controversial case. She played a prominent role in legalizing same-sex marriage and co-
founded the Time's Up Legal Defense Fund after the #MeToo movement. These days, Kaplan is working to hold the leaders of the Charlottesville Unite rally accountable, using an esu definition federal law, the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871, to argue that the organizers of the protest conspired violently. The
defendants are two dozen neo-Nazis, white supremacists and extremist groups connected to the Charlottesville parade and include the host of internet talk show Radical Agenda and founder of neo-Nazi website The Daily Stormer. But Kaplan, 53, was undeterred by the defendants' not only not only and
hoped the case, Sines v. Kessler, will clear the way through the courts to combat hate-driven violence. Alice Shalvi, 93, is known today as a founding mother of Israeli feminists. Born in Germany in 1926, Shalvi and his family fled the Nazi regime, arriving in London in 1933. When she arrived in Israel in
1949, just a year after the founding of the state, Shalvi became professor of English at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. She founded the English department at the fledgling Negev University, then went on to found the Israeli Women's Network, as dean of the Schechter Institute for Jewish Studies, and
took over as principal for the Pelech School for Extremely Orthodox Girls, considered one of the country's leading progressive schools. Shalvi has mentored countless feminist activists, many of them in leadership positions in today's feminist movement. She is a strong advocate for Israeli-Palestinian
peace and has won numerous awards in Israel and abroad, including the Israel Award, the state's highest cultural honor. Dora Kallmus was born into a wealthy Jewish family in Vienna in 1881. Although her family's fortune has brought her countless her mother's death when Kallmus was only 11 years old
created a shadow in her childhood. In her teens, she began a relationship with a married man that lasted more than two decades. Kallmus was well aware of the dangers and loneliness of living a life as the woman at the back, and sought an alternative to the Victorian marriage that would otherwise be
expected. In the summer of 1904, while on holiday in Nice, she bought a simple box camera and imagined how it could give her a career. Kallmus began her career taking professional photography courses and taking portraits of actresses and artists with whom her famous family connected with her. Her
photography took her place when World War II began; Kallmus was living in France at the time. Kallmus's most powerful photographs later, after the war bearing the mark of loss and suffering, marked the alternative world conditions in which she became familiar during the war. From 1946 to 1948, she
took a series of photos in Austrian DP camps, working in temporary and squalid conditions very different from the elegance that has surrounded her in the past. Her work and the powerful stories behind her works can be seen in Madame D'Ora, a new exhibition seen through June 8 at New York City's
Neue Galerie. Her father died when she was just three years old and her family arrived in New York City in 1905 because of violent games that killed 300 Odessa Jews and displaced thousands more. Even as a young girl, her mind is a blend of sharp intelligence and fiery energy. To satisfy her more
creative tendencies, she took art classes and became friends with many artists and agents in the small community of New York's art world. She was in love with the older artist Samuel Halpert, an impression artist, who is known for using rich color contrasts. They later divorced in 1930, but Halpert
continued with his art and opened his own gallery. In 1931, she officially expanded her business, opening the American Folk Art Gallery on the second floor of brown stone. Halpert's most important contribution as an exhibitor is to help break down color barriers by promoting and showcasing African-
American artists and their work. In December 1941, Halpert presented a group exhibition of 19th and 20th-century African-American artists called American Black Art, the first trade show by black artists in New York City. Halpert died in 1970 but continues to be remembered for using his imagination to
help develop a new idea of modern and confident American art. Abby Stein, 28. the woman, who lives in New York, is an outspoken activist on behalf of the LGBTQ community and is a on-demand speaker at universities, mosques and community centers. A 10th generation descendant of Baal Shem Tov
- founder of the Chasidic movement - Stein grew up among 13 siblings in Brooklyn as part of the austerity and island Chasidic sedcish. Stein's first language was Yiddish, and she did not speak a word of English (her fourth language after Yiddish, Jewish and Aramaic) until she was 20 years old. She had
an arranged marriage at the age of 18 and had a son before leaving the Hassidic community at the age of 20, beginning her transition at the age of 23. Today, Stein embraces his identity, but finds himself lying in the middle of a delicate line between serving as an inspiration and violating his own sense of
privacy. However, she is dedicated to using her voice as a foundation and is interested in working in the nonprofit sector and addressing public policy issues, including gender equality, education and judicial reform. Marge Piercy, now 83, is a longtime poet, novelist and feminist activist. Piercy has
published 17 novels and 19 poetry books, plus plays and memoirs. Her books are widely taught as feminist classics and science fiction, and her poems and blessings have entered cultural blood - what can even be called the general prayer language of a certain liberal strain of Buddhism. They are heard
at weddings, funerals, naming; they hang on the fridge. Her work as a poet and novelist has always been associated with activities -feminism, antiwar, antiracism, abortion rights. Today, Piercy writes four days a week, reads poetry on college campuses and maintains a schedule full of local political
activities, mostly on environmental issues. Today, Dr. Ruth is known as a well-known sex therapist and is loved and loved by many for being unadored herself. At 91, she stood at 1.7m and ran from meeting to talk show, calling herself the world's busiest 91-year-old woman. After escaping the Holocaust
on a kindertransport to Switzerland in 1939, Dr. Ruth fought for the Haganah in israel's war of independence before making his way to Paris and then the United States to study family psychology. Over the past 30 years, she has hosted seven TELEVISION shows, written 45 books and appeared on a
variety of talk shows, including The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson, The Today Show and The Ellen DeGeneres Show. In 2019, Hulu premiered the documentary Ask Dr. Ruth, which provides a closer look at her Holocaust survival story. Dr Ruth has been giving unabashed relationship advice
since the 1980s, breaking taboos for a while when people rarely talk publicly (let alone explicitly) about sex. Despite conservative critics, Dr Ruth argues that her work is necessary to healthy sex education. Amy-Jill Levine was seven years old when her cartoons were interrupted with the broadcast of Pope
John XXIII's funeral on her parents' TV, after which she began to take a deep interest in the Catholic religion (even though she was Jewish, and attended a conservative jewish church). Her innocent interest in Catholicism was swept away one afternoon when one of her classmates approached her on the
school bus and said, You killed our Lord. That's what my priest said. Levine informed her parents that she was going to study doctrine, Catholic religious education, to find out where this hateful teaching came from, and that she would stop it. She kept her promise, and has spent the past half-century
studying Christianity and Buddhism, trying to unravel the troubled relationship between the two religions. Today, the 57-year-old mother of two is a member of an orthodox jewish church in Nashville, Tennessee, Professor of The New Testament University and Jewish Studies at Vanderbilt University, and
a leading figures in Inter-Religious Jewish-Christian relations. Her 2007 book, The Misunderstood Jew, was a bestseller, reaching not only scholars and cypies but also the public through media such as NPR, PBS and The New York Times. Throughout, her goal remains the same: To clarify the value of
2,000 years of misconceptions between Jews and Christians. Alice Hoffman is a well-known author of 37 books, including many bestsellers and Oprah's Book Club selection. She is best known for her romantic stories of witchcraft, magic and the cold New England winter, as well as novels that evoke her
own grim working-class youth of the 1950s on Long Island. She recently wrote her own Holocaust novel. The World That We Knew, published last September, examines all the boxes of the now familiar Holocaust blockbuster genre: a far-reaching, multi-character storyline; danger, loss, resistance and
survival in many stories that snakes through war-time Paris, Berlin and the safe haven village of Le Chambon; narrow exits; and terrible results for the brave. There is also a wild card, in the form of a golem created by the daughter of a jewish cymyst for a desperate mother, who hopes that a golem can
herd her daughter to safety. Hoffman believed that literature and magic were united, and said that as a reader she always wanted to escape and as a writer she felt that way. Hoffman says magical realism is a literary tradition that connects with women and fairy tales and stories her grandmother tells her
grandchildren. You.
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